HOW COMMON IS MITO?
Until the 1990s, mito was thought to be rare but is
now recognised as the most common subgroup of
inherited metabolic disorders. Recent research shows
1 in 200 people may carry genetic changes that put
them at risk of developing mito. Many are not aware
that they carry the genetic mutation for this disease
and unknowingly risk passing the disease onto their
children.

COMPARATIVE INCIDENCE:

AMDF supports sufferers and their families, and
funds essential research into the diagnosis, treatment
and cure of mitochondrial disorders. It also aims to
increase awareness and understanding about mito.
AMDF is working to change government legislation
regarding mitochondrial donation to enable families
with specific types of mito the chance to have diseasefree children.
AMDF’s Mitochondrial Disease Patient Registry will
help attract clinical trials to Australia, and those on
the registry will be the first to hear about them. It
is also helping to map the incidence of mito across
Australia and identify areas of low diagnosis.
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However you are affected by mito, AMDF is here
for you. The support services are funded by the
generosity of AMDF’s donors, and fundraising
activities such as The Bloody Long Walk, Stay in Bed
Day, and other appeals and events.
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WHAT IS MITO?

POSSIBLE SYMPTOMS

Mitochondria are the energy source for almost every
cell in the body. Often called the cells’ powerhouses

Depending on which parts of the body are affected
and to what degree, people with mito can:

or generators, mitochondria transform food to
produce 90% of the energy needed by the human
body to function, sustain life and support growth.
Mitochondria are most plentiful in tissues that require
a lot of energy to function and therefore damage is
most common to the brain, heart, muscles, liver,
inner ear and eyes.
Mitochondrial disease
(mito) is a genetic disorder
that robs the body’s cells
of energy. Over time, this
can cause multiple organ
dysfunction and potentially
death. Most patients have
a genetic mistake in the
mitochondrial or nuclear
DNA. The condition can be
inherited from the mother, father or both parents.
It can also arise as a spontaneous genetic mistake
at conception. Researchers increasingly believe
that mitochondrial dysfunction may be a significant
factor in a wide range of diseases like Parkinson’s,
Alzheimer’s, motor neurone and cardiovascular disease.
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1 in 200

people carry genetic
mutations that put them
at risk of developing
mitochondrial disease

Have sight or hearing loss

n

Suffer muscle weakness and pain

n

Be unable to walk, eat, swallow or talk normally

n

Have strokes or seizures


n

Develop liver disease or diabetes

n

Suffer heart, respiratory or digestive problems

n


Experience
development delays or
intellectual disability

n

Suffer from infertility


WHO IS AFFECTED?
Mito can affect both children and adults. Due to
its genetic basis, the disease often affects multiple
family members. It can present itself at any stage
of life, with adult onset becoming more commonly
recognised. It often masquerades as other diseases
and for this reason, it can take a long time for
patients to be correctly diagnosed.
Needing rest is a common outward symptom of mito.
Inside the body it is much more serious and complex.
Mitochondrial disease may cause…

DID YOU KNOW?

n

any symptom
in any organ
at any age
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